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Abstract

Our method uses manipulation in video to learn to un-
derstand held-objects and hand-object contact. We train
a system that takes a single RGB image and produces a
pixel-embedding that can be used to answer grouping ques-
tions (do these two pixels go together) as well as hand-
association questions (is this hand holding that pixel).
Rather than painstakingly annotate segmentation masks, we
observe people in realistic video data. We show that pairing
epipolar geometry with modern optical flow produces sim-
ple and effective pseudo-labels for grouping. Given people
segmentations, we can further associate pixels with hands
to understand contact. Our system achieves competitive re-
sults on hand and hand-held object tasks.

1. Introduction
Fig. 1 shows someone making breakfast. Despite having

never been there, you understand the bag the hand is hold-
ing as an object, recognize that the hand is holding the bag,
and recognize that the milk carton in the background is a
distinct object. The goal of this paper is to build a computer
vision system with such capabilities: grouping held objects
(the bag), recognizing contact (the hand holding the bag),
and grouping non-held objects (the carton). We accomplish
our aim by pairing modern optical flow with 3D geome-
try and, to associate objects with hands, per-pixel human
masks. Our results show that direct discriminative train-
ing on simple pseudo-labels generated by epipolar geome-
try produces strong feature representations that we can use
to solve a variety of hand-held object-related tasks.

The topic of understanding hands and the objects they
hold has been a subject of intense interest from the com-
puter vision community for decades. Recently, this has
often taken the form of extensive efforts annotating hands
and hand-held objects [9, 13, 36, 47]. These methods of-
ten go beyond standard detection and segmentation ap-
proaches [17, 25] by producing associations between hands
and objects and by detecting on any held object, as opposed
to a fixed set of pre-defined object classes. Since these re-
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Figure 1. Given an input image, MOVES produces features (shown
using PCA to project to RGB) that easily group with ordinary clus-
tering systems and can also be used to associate hands with the
objects they hold. The clusters are often sufficient for defining
objects, but additional cues such as a box further improve them.
At training time, MOVES learns this feature space from direct
discriminative training on simple pseudo-labels. While MOVES
learns only from objects that hands are actively holding (such as
the semi-transparent bag), we show that it works well on inactive
objects as well (such as the milk carton).

quire expensive annotations, many researchers have started
focusing on using weaker supervision [12, 37] by starting
with a few readily obtained cues (e.g., basic information
about humans, flow). These weakly-supervised methods,
however, have not matched supervised methods regardless
of supervision, methods like [36, 37] only understand ob-
jects when they are held and cannot group un-held objects.

We propose a simple approach based on directly predict-
ing two properties: grouping, or whether pixels move to-
gether (the classic Gestalt law of common fate [43]); as well
as hand association, whether a hand pixel is likely holding
another pixel. We show that these can be learned from auto-
matically generated pseudo-labels that use optical flow [21],
epipolar geometry [15], and person masks [19]. Our net-
work, named MOVES, learns a mapping to a per-pixel em-
bedding; this embedding is then analyzed by grouping and
association heads that are trained by cross-entropy to pre-
dict the pseudo-labels. While the pseudo-labels themselves
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are poor and incomplete, we show that the learned classi-
fiers are effective and that the embeddings are good enough
to be analyzed by off-the-shelf, unspecialized algorithms
like HDBSCAN [31]. Excitingly, even though our signal
comes only when objects are picked up, our features gener-
alize to objects that are not currently being interacted with.

We train and evaluate MOVES on challenging egocentric
data, including EPIC-KITCHENS [6, 7] and EGO4D [13].
Our experiments show that once trained, MOVES features
enable strong performance on a number of tasks related
to hands and the objects they hold. First, using MOVES
on the COHESIV [37] hand-object segmentation bench-
mark for EPIC-KITCHENS [6] improves by 31% relative
(19.5 → 25.7) over the recent weakly-supervised COHE-
SIV method [37] in object segmentation. Second, we show
that distance in MOVES feature space is strongly predic-
tive of two pixels being part of the same object, as well
as a Box2Seg task where MOVES features are trivially an-
alyzed to upgrade bounding-box annotations to segments.
We show that Box2Seg shows strong performance on both
objects that are currently being held as well as objects that
are not held (unlike past work). In particular, compared
to COHESIV, we show a strong gain on segmenting held
objects (8.9 → 44.2 mIoU) as well as non-held objects
(7.5 → 45.0 mIoU). Finally, we show that we can train an
instance segmentation model [26] on the Box2Seg annota-
tions and get good models for rough instance segmentation.

2. Related Work
Our work aims to learn to segment hands and objects that

hands hold in new scenes from a single RGB image by ob-
serving videos at training time. Our work is distinguished
from past work by three characteristics: weak supervision,
since it uses flow and people masks rather than precise an-
notations; associating hands with objects, since it learns to
identify what objects are currently held by hands; and seg-
menting background objects, since its learned embedding
also works on objects that hands are not currently holding
(i.e., background objects).
Hands and held-objects. There has been extensive work
on hands, ranging from 2D detection and segmentation of
hands [2, 9, 32, 36, 37] to 3D reconstruction of hands and
objects [3, 16, 34]. Many of these works are supervised by
human annotations. For instance, [9] provides tens of thou-
sands of detailed annotations of hands and objects used on
the EPIC-KITCHENS [6, 7] dataset. Our work differs from
these supervised works by aiming to learn from a video
signal at training time. This puts it as part of a line of
work [12,37] that aims to use a little bit of information about
humans to extract rich information from egocentric videos.
Of these works, the most similar is COHESIV [37] which
uses contrastive learning to separate hands, held-objects and
background. Unlike COHESIV, our system also segments

background objects using supervision gleaned while similar
objects were held in training videos.

Motion coherence for object discovery. Although hands
and held-objects make up the “what” of our signal, it is mo-
tion coherence that makes up the “how”. Motion has been
known as a signal for perceptual grouping since Gestalt psy-
chologists first proposed ideas of common fate [43]. Ideas
of common fate led to the usage of optical flow in tasks re-
quiring motion segmentation [38]. We only use optical flow
during training, but ignore it during testing, like other recog-
nition approaches [33]. This puts our work as part of a long
line of work on using flow to discover grouping [27, 46].
Our work is separated from much of this work by focus-
ing on hands and providing not just grouping information
but also an association mapping hands to hand-held objects.
Regardless of the additional learned association model, our
work is additionally separated from work in this space by:
training on real egocentric data as opposed to synthetic 3rd
person data such as [22]; and grouping static objects in ad-
dition to dynamic objects such as [24, 28]. Existing work
does group static objects, but first learns these groupings
dynamically [44]. Our work shares high-level goals with
methods like EISEN [5] and the concurrent [23] but differ in
a few ways: we assume knowledge of an agent and learn an
association between the agent and objects; we test on ego-
centric data like EPIC-KITCHENS [8]; and we show good
performance with the fusion of a simple discriminative ob-
jective with the right simple geometry-driven pseudolabels
and large-scale egocentric data.

Unsupervised and weakly-supervised segmentation.
There is a significant existing body of work learning seg-
mentation in an unsupervised manner. Much of this ex-
isting work ends up performing classification implicitly,
then leveraging the features to perform segmentation, as
in DINO [4]. Works aside from object categorization in-
clude [20], which learns spatial and temporal co-occurence,
as well as [41], where saliency is used as a class agnostic
signal. Other work similarly focused on foreground seg-
mentation as in [14], or adversarially predicted foreground
motion as in [45]. Compared to most of this body of work,
our work uses a complementary signal, namely motion, and
also builds associations between hands and objects.

3. Method

Our system accepts a single RGB image and produces an
embedding E that can be used to answer questions about:
grouping, or whether two pixels belong to the same object;
and hand association, whether one hand pixel is in contact
with another object’s pixel. We combine a per-pixel em-
bedding network with two MLP heads that produce group-
ing and association probabilities from pairs of embeddings.
These networks are trained to minimize a cross-entropy loss
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Figure 2. MOVES Inference. As input MOVES accepts an RGB image and produces a H × W × F per-pixel feature embedding using
a backbone HRNET [42] denoted f(·). Pairs of F-dimensional embeddings from this backbone can be passed to lightweight MLPs g(·)
to assess grouping probability and a(·) to identify hand association, or if the pixels are a hand and an object the hand is holding. Once
trained, the MOVES embeddings (here visualized with PCA to map the feature dimension to RGB) can be used for: (Clusters) directly
applying HDBSCAN [31] to the embeddings produces a good oversegmentation; (Box2Seg): Given a box, one can produce a more accurate
segment; and (Hand Association) Applying a to a query point and every pixel produces hand-object association (here, to a drawer).

on pseudo-labels per task. We show that surprisingly sim-
ple pseudolabels that take into consideration epipolar ge-
ometry and people lead to highly effective training of our
model. Once trained, we can directly use the embeddings
and classifier heads to understand hands, hand-held objects,
and objects that hands might hold later.

3.1. Architecture and Training

MOVES consists of a backbone embedding network and
two heads that operate on embeddings from the network.
As shown in Figure 2, the backbone f : RH×W×3 →
RH×W×F converts an image to per-pixel F-dimensional
feature embeddings. The grouping head g: R2F → [0, 1]
classifies whether two pixel embeddings go together as a
binary classification; and the association head h: R2F →
[0, 1] classifies if two pixel embeddings represent a hand
and a held object. The embedding backbone is a HR-
NET [42], without pre-training, and both classification
heads are 3-layer MLPs.

At training time, we assume an image I and pseudolabels
for grouping G and association A that identify each pair of
pixels i and j as either positive (e.g., Gi,j = 1), negative
(Gi,j = −1), or unknown (Gi,j = 0) and similarly for A.
Given a set S of pairs of pixels, we directly minimize the
binary cross-entropy loss (denoted CE(y, ŷ)) applied to the
classification head outputs, or:

W

|S|
∑

(i,j)∈S

CE(Gi,j , g(ei,j)) + CE(Ai,j , a(ei,j)) (1)

where ei,j ∈ R2F is defined as the concatenation of the ith
pixel and jth pixel of E = f(I) (i.e., ei,j = [E[i],E[j]])
and W is a per-image reweighting defined in §3.2 that indi-
cates the quality of the pseudo-labels. We assume that the
binary cross-entropy loss ignores any unknown i.e., 0 labels.
We draw samples S randomly such that positives and neg-
atives are equal and each foreground connected component
is sampled proportionately.

Input Image Sampson Error Group. Pseudo Labels People Masks

Figure 3. Example Pseudolabels For each image (top: EPIC-
KITCHENS [6], middle: EGO4D [13], bottom: failure from
EGO4D [13]), we show: the input image, the per-pixel Sampson
error with respect to the fit fundamental matrix, the pseudolabels
generated from connected components on thresholded Sampson
error; and people masks from [19]. The pseudolabels are par-
tial labels that are primarily unknown/unlabeled and only correct
on-average. However, so long as failures do not have particular
patterns, the network can treat them as noise.

3.2. Pseudolabels

To train this system, we need the ability to pseudo-label
pixel relationships Gi,j and Ai,j in data. We propose an ex-
traordinarily simple pseudo-label scheme that has high pre-
cision but perhaps low recall. While the pseudo-labels are
grossly inadequate in any one image, using them to train a
network on thousands of images leads to effective features.
Our core assumptions are: that agents move objects and are
in contact while doing so; that most visible motion is due
to scene motion; and that objects are spatially contiguous.
These assumptions are largely valid in egocentric data.

Basic Signal. Given a second image, offset ∼0.5s, we com-
pute optical flow with [21, 40] and a forwards/backwards-
consistency mask using a threshold of 10px. For image
pair I, I′, we make optical flow maps O,O′ ∈ RH×W×2.
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Cycle-consistent correspondences for I are those within
a threshold ϵ of ∥Ox,y − O′

x′,y′∥2, where [x′, y′]T =
[x, y]T + Ox,y . W from Equation 1 is the proportion of
cycle consistent pixels for a given ϵ, where ϵ = 10 pixels.
We then fit a fundamental matrix [15] F on the consistent
flow using RANSAC [11] and the 8-point algorithm [15].
Connected Components. After selecting an F to be the
background motion model, we measure the sampson epipo-
lar distance [30] for every point in I, producing per-pixel
Sampson error. Candidate positive objects are all pixels
with Sampson error greater than τ , where τ is set per image,
as τ = 0.5 ∗ (max(S) +min(S)). Pixels with error above
threshold τ are considered foreground pixels, and the re-
maining pixels background. Connected components [10] is
run on this foreground mask, producing Z distinct groups.
Grouping. Gi,j is: positive if i, j are in the same fore-
ground connected component; negative if i is in the fore-
ground and j is not; and unknown otherwise.
Hand Association. We use the the Ternaus [19] person bi-
nary segmentation system, assuming the data is egocentric
and so the visible people are hands. The association Ai,j

is: positive if i, j are in the same connected component and
have differing person predictions; negative if i, j are in dif-
ferent components; and unknown otherwise.
Pseudo-label Accuracy. Our approach generates labels
that are incomplete on any one training image but effective
for training. Pixels whose flow has high Sampson error [30]
(with respect to F) are unlikely to be background and so en-
couraging the grouping of spatially contiguous foreground
is almost always correct. Pixels with low Sampson error
are mainly background with some pixels that are mistak-
enly put in the background due to motion alignment. How-
ever, which pixels get placed in the background depends
on the camera pose of the second image used to compute
flow; while this image is used to generate training signal,
the network never sees it. Therefore, we hypothesize that
the network treats these mistakes as incompressible noise.
Training Weight W . We set the per-image W in Eqn. 1 to
the proportion of pixels with cycle-consistent optical flow,
up-weighting more consistent and likely reliable images.

3.3. Using MOVES

Given a new image I, the embedding E = f(I) produced
by MOVES enables simple approaches to many applications
in the hands and hand-held object literature.
Clustering for Objects. We find that the trained embed-
dings E can be directly clustered with HDBSCAN [31]. In
fact, despite being trained only on held objects, we find that
the network can do well on non-held objects. Using the em-
beddings rather then pairwise classification via g avoids a
quadratic number of MLP evaluations.
Hand-Object Association. MOVES can take a point on a

hand and identify what goes with this pixel, as studied in
COHESIV [37]. Given a query at pixel i, we compute an
association prediction H ∈ RH×W where for each pixel j,
we compute Hj = a(ei,j) where ei,j ∈ R2F is the con-
catenation of the ith and jth pixel of E. The prediction is
then improved via the clusters: for each cluster, we update
its pixels with the average of in-cluster value of H.
Box2Seg. The precise definition of an object is often a-
priori unclear. Consider peering into a refrigerator: is the
cap separate from a carton; is the carton separate from the
fridge door; and is the fridge door separate from the fridge?
If we knew the extent that was requested (e.g., the carton,
not the cap), we could confidently segment the object.

Given a box to show rough extent, MOVES can convert a
box to a segment. Inspired by the superpixel straddling cue
of [1], we take the clusters and accept any that are cleanly
within the box (<5% of its area outside the box). If there is
no such cluster, we take the largest cluster inside the box.

3.4. Implementation Details

We train models on 8 GTX 2080 GPUs with batch size
16. (Training) We minimize Eqn. 1 with AdamW [29], with
an initial LR of 10−4. During training, we reduce the learn-
ing rate by a factor of 0.5 when validation loss plateaus af-
ter 5 mini-epochs of 2500 training samples. We halt train-
ing after 10 mini-epochs without a validation loss reduction.
(Feature dimension) we set the feature dimension F of the
embedding to be 128. (Frame Size) images are downsized
to (576, 1024) in EpicKitchens and (648, 864) in Ego4D.

4. Experiments
We evaluate how well MOVES can understand hands

and the objects that they hold via a series of experiments
that assess three questions. First, in Section 4.1, we ask
whether our features and classifiers can understand hands
and the objects that they hold. We evaluate our method
on the COHESIV [37] benchmark built on top of EPIC-
KITCHENS [6, 8]. Second, in Section 4.2, we investigate
how well our features group objects together. Here, we
focus not only on hands and objects that are currently be-
ing held, but also on objects that appear in the background.
We test our system on both EPIC-KITCHENS [6, 8] and
Ego4D [13]. Finally, in Section 4.3, we use our system to
upgrade all of the boxes in a dataset to segment and analyze
how well a system trains on these.

4.1. Hand-Held Object Segmentation

We first evaluate on the hand and hand-held object
benchmark built by COHESIV [37] on top of the EPIC-
KITCHENS [6] dataset. In the COHESIV benchmark, each
method is given a pixel corresponding to a hand and must
produce a segment for that hand as well as a segment for
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Image MOVES Features Clusters Association Hands + Held

Figure 4. Results from MOVES, with examples from the EPICK VISOR validation set. Key: Each column shows a different input image.
From left to right we show: (Image) the input image; (MOVES Features) a PCA projection of the feature space to RGB; (Clusters) The
clusters found by HDBSCAN applied to the feature space with each cluster visualized with a random color; (Association) The prediction
of the association head on the image on one of the hands in the image; (Hands+Held) A Mask of hands and hand-held Objects in the
image. The association head usually does a good job of recognizing the objects that hands are holding. Discussion: (row 1) although
the cabinet door is thin, MOVES recognizes the association between hand and door. (row 2) MOVES detects a large mixing bowl. (row
3) the transparent glass pan lid is recognized as an object by MOVES despite the stovetop below being visible through it. (row 4) the
multi-colored hand towel is clustered as separate segments, however the association head helps segment most of the hand towel, showing
the complementary nature of pairing an association head with clustering. (row 5) the transparent bottle is segmented nicely. (row 6) the
cutting board is being cleared into the trashcan, but MOVES successfully identifies the board as being the held object.

the held object. Estimating the extent of the held object is
usually unambiguous, but the hand is not, since there are a
wide variety of definitions for the hand extent: VISOR [9]
defines it as including the arm, while 100DOH [36] and CO-
HESIV [37] define it as terminating at the wrist.

Dataset and Metrics. We evaluate on the COHESIV setup.
This setup consists of pixel-labelings for the hands up to the
wrist as well as the held object per hand. This produces a set
of evaluation settings, each evaluated by the average pixel
intersection over union (IoU): (Object) the object the hand
is holding is positive; (Hand) the hand up to the wrist is
positive; (Pair) both this particular hand and its held object

are positives; as well as (All) where all hands and hand-held
objects are positive.
The MOVES Solution. Given a pixel, we produce the held
object using the Hand-Object Association inference in §3.3.
We produce the hand by taking the embedding cluster from
that the hand pixel falls into. This cluster agrees with the
VISOR [9] definition of hand and includes the forearm; to
align it with the COHESIV wrist definition, we clip it with
the inferred bounding box from [36].
Baselines. We compare with COHESIV [37] as well as its
baselines. Two low-level cue methods aim to test for alter-
nate explanations for the results: Flow [40] is optical flow
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Figure 5. Box2Seg Output. (Image) input images from EPICK [6] (rows 1 and 4) and Ego4D [13] (rows 2 and 3); (MOVES Features) a
PCA visualization of the learned MOVES embedding space; (Clusters) The clusters found by HDBSCAN; (Box2Seg Result) our Box2Seg
result which agglomerates clusters for segmentations at different scales; (Ground Truth) Annotations from VISOR [9] or FG [47]. For
each annotated object, a mask is shown in the corresponding color. Our clusters are often slight oversegmentations of objects. However,
knowing the spatial extent of the object helps resolve ambiguity about parts of objects vs objects.

Table 1. HOS Performance. Comparing MOVES against prior
methods on Hand+Object Segmentation, including supervised
methods, evaluated on the EPICK dataset using mIoU (%).

EPICK [7]
All Pair Hand Obj

MOVES 44.2 44.6 62.0 25.7
COHESIV [37] 43.2 42.1 60.7 19.5
Saliency [48] 21.6 15.9 6.0 11.7
Flow [40] 15.4 11.9 6.2 6.6

Supervised BBox [36] 54.3 44.8 53.8 34.4

given a future frame. This controls for the possibility that
systems’ predictions just amount to predicting pixels that
are likely to move. Saliency [48] is a salient region de-
tection system that controls for whether the system is just
predicting objects that visually stand out. The supervised
system [36] is an object detection system that is trained on
over 100K labeled images with boxes. Its outputs are strong
approximations for boxy objects and poor for thin objects.

Qualitative Results. We show some examples of the

learned groupings and associations in Figure 4. Our learned
association head produces a good estimate of the objects
that hands are currently holding and our clusters tend to
align well with object boundaries. This is true for the ob-
jects people are holding, as is evaluated in this experiment
and as was the case with COHESIV too. However, MOVES
also produces good clusters for the background objects as
well. We more thoroughly evaluate these background ob-
jects in the subsequent Section 4.2.

Quantitative Results. We show quantitative results in Ta-
ble 1. MOVES outperforms COHESIV [37] in all cat-
egories, and the supervised method [36] on hands. As
an added bonus, our inference for objects is substantially
simpler than COHESIV: we run a MLP at each location,
while [37] reports fitting a model to pseudo-labeled embed-
dings on the training set, and merging two independent pre-
dictions. This puts the method within 0.2 mIoU of the su-
pervised [36] on the Pair metric. Notably, this benchmark
only tests objects when they are being held; we find substan-
tially higher performance on all objects in the next section.
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Table 2. Box2Seg Performance. We report the mean IoU for ap-
plying the Box2Seg approach to different feature representations.
MOVES’s features can be directly converted to boxes and produce
strong results on both the VISOR [9] and the FG [47] annotations.

VISOR [9] FG [47]
Hand Held Non Hand Held

MOVES 69.2 44.2 45.0 48.0 31.2
COHESIV [37] 25.2 8.9 7.5 10.8 5.9
Pretrained [42] 8.0 5.7 7.1 9.0 4.8
RGB 19.5 13.0 15.6 11.8 8.1

4.2. Object Segmentation

We next turn to evaluating how well we can segment ob-
jects, this time including boxes that are not currently being
held by a hand. Note that our training signal exclusively
comes from objects as they are held by hands. However, by
learning to group pixels together, our system learns group-
ing cues that generalize to non-held objects.
Datasets. We evaluate on two datasets to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the system.
VISOR [9]. The first dataset is the VISOR [9] benchmark
for EPIC-KITCHENS [6, 8], which has precisely annotated
segments for active objects that are part of ongoing long-
term activities but are not necessarily currently in contact
with hands. We use them as a source of bounding boxes
(used as input) and segments (used as ground-truth) for ob-
jects. We divide these into Held objects that are held by a
hand and Non-Held objects that are not held by a hand.
Fine-Grained [47]. Our second dataset is the Fine
Grained [47] annotations on top of the EGO-4D [13]
dataset. These do not have inactive objects. To obtain fea-
tures, we train our method using identical settings and hy-
perparameters on Ego4D [13].
Settings and Metrics. We use two settings, each with their
own metric. First, we apply Box2Seg of §3.3 (essentially:
cluster with HDBSCAN [31], take clusters that lie entirely
in the box). This produces a hard prediction about the seg-
mentation. We then evaluate the predicted segmentation us-
ing the mean intersection over union (mIoU) to quantify the
quality of the obtained masks.

Second, to directly evaluate how well feature spaces pre-
dict object segmentation, we test whether distances between
per-pixel embeddings predicts whether being in the same
object. We are given a pixel i on an object and pixel i′ in
the image and compute the per-pixel feature embeddings
Ei and Ei′ . We then compute whether similarities between
pixels (i.e., the negative of the distance or −||Ei−Ei′ ||) pre-
dict that pixel i′ is on the same object as i and evaluate per-
formance with the area under the receiver operating charac-
teristic (AUROC). The AUROC represents the chance that

Table 3. Box2Seg Feature Distance Evaluation. To directly test
feature spaces, we also compute an AUROC-based evaluation. We
report the discriminative power of feature space distances in pre-
dicting that two pixels are part of the same object. MOVES again
shows strong performance both by itself as well as relative to base-
lines.

VISOR [9] FG [47]
Hand Held Non Hand Held

MOVES 99.5 95.2 95.0 97.1 94.7
COHESIV [37] 81.3 75.9 77.3 72.4 78.1
Pretrained [42] 71.9 62.9 62.3 71.5 63.9
RGB 81.5 78.4 78.6 75.8 73.3

Image MOVES Clusters COHESIV Clusters

Figure 6. MOVES Clusters vs COHESIV Clusters. For the in-
put image on the left, we show clusters found by MOVES and clus-
ters found by COHESIV [37]. While COHESIV produces reason-
able clusters on the hands and objects near the hands, it collapses
the rest of the image’s feature space into a single cluster. Similar
behavior can be seen in Fig. 3 of [37].

a positive sample has a higher score than a negative sample.
To define positives and negatives, we use the ground-truth
mask. We compute the AUROC per-object, sampling five
on-object pixels to be compared with all other pixels. We
then report the average AUROC.

The MOVES Solution. We use the learned embedding
space E = f(I). For hard predictions, we run the Box2Seg
method from §3.3. For distances, we use feature space dis-
tances directly. We show example outputs of Box2Seg in
Fig. 5, showing our clusters recovered by HDBSCAN [31]
as well as linear projections of feature space on which we
measure distances.

Baselines. We apply Box2Seg to three other different fea-
ture representations. The first is (COHESIV [37]), which
is also learned via a weakly-supervised objective. Among a
number of differences, COHESIV radically differs in how
it treats non-held pixels: non-held background pixels are
pulled together to organize the latent space. This com-
pares our method against a comparable recent method. The
second is a pretrained network (Pretrained) that consists
of features from an ILSVRC-pretrained [35] ResNet [18]
backbone. This baseline compares our method with off-the-
shelf features trained on ImageNet [35]. These often serve
as a strong baseline on recognition tasks. The last (RGB)
is raw RGB features, which tests a simple low-level cue of
distance in RGB color space. A fraction of the test objects
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can be segmented out by simple color cues, but in realistic
egocentric data most cannot be.
Results. We show quantitative results in Table 2 for mIoU
and Table 3 for AUROC. Our approach, MOVES, substan-
tially outperforms the baselines. Our finding that off-the-
shelf ImageNet features do not work is in line with prior
work [12], which showed that often these features are not
effective for tasks like clustering on egocentric data. CO-
HESIV [37] does on-par with RGB features in this task for
all objects except hands. At first glance, this seems surpris-
ing because COHESIV also is trained and therefore ought
to nonlinearly transform the feature space into something
more amenable to recovering objects. We illustrate why
in Figure 6. The COHESIV objective pulls all background
pixels towards the same label in order to stabilize its train-
ing. This has the downside of collapsing the latent space so
that background objects have similar embeddings. Hands
clearly stick out, but the entire background is grouped.

One hypothesis for less good Box2Seg results is that
there is a misalignment between the Box2Seg method and
the baselines’ features. We test this hypothesis by evaluat-
ing the AUROC on pairs of distances. This evaluation tests
the discriminative power of the feature space distances. Our
approach performs well on an absolute basis (with AUROCs
all above 95%) and substantially outperforms the baselines.
Ablations. We evaluate how pseudolabel design and op-
tical flow impact performance. We use GMA-Flow [21],
and find that using PWC-Net Optical flow [39] performs
similarly, with Hand, Held, and Non feature distance re-
sults (evaluated equivalently to Table 3) of 98.2, 94.6, and
94.2. We also evaluate alternative pseudolabels, made by
running connected components on pixels with norm optical
flow greater than per-image mean, and find similar Hand,
Held, and Non results of 98.9, 94.4, and 94.5.
Additional Comparisons. We compare MOVES against
DINO [4] and EISEN [5]. DINO achieves a worse AUROC
score (evaluated equivalently to Table 3) of 93.1, 91.1, and
89.3 on Hand, Held, and Non distance evaluation results
for VISOR. EISEN’s playroom is a dataset with no people,
and as such we train a version of MOVES using only the
grouping loss. We find that MOVES achieves a compara-
ble mIoU (71.8 compared with EISEN’s 73.0) out-of-the-
box, with default settings. This comparable performance
suggests that EISEN’s affinity graphs, graph propagation,
and competition are not needed. Instead, a straightforward
grouping signal is sufficient to segment objects.

4.3. Using MOVES To Train Instance Segmentation

In §4.2, we evaluated using MOVES to convert boxes to
segments. As a proof of concept, we evaluate a potential
application of this: using MOVES to accelerate the annota-
tion of datasets. Since boxes are much cheaper to annotate
than segments, one could potentially label boxes instead and

Table 4. As a proof of concept, we use MOVES predicted masks to
re-train an instance segmentation system for the VISOR [9] HOS
Challenge. While our system falls short of a system trained on
painstakingly annotated images, it performs acceptably.

Mask AP@50
Hand Held Active

MOVES Box2Seg 81.7 25.5 22.3
Supervised Upper Bound 96.8 49.8 42.2

then automatically annotate interacted-with objects.
Dataset and Metrics. We evaluate on the HOS benchmark
of the VISOR [9] benchmark suite. This consists of pre-
cisely annotated segments of hands and hand-held objects.
There are two tasks: Active objects, or any object that is
currently being used in the activity (but which may not cur-
rently be in contact); as well as Hands and Hand-Held Ob-
jects. We report performance for Mask AP evaluated at IoU
of 50%. COCO AP evaluates over multiple IoU thresholds
with much of the performance evaluated at stringent IoU
requirements (e.g., 95% IoU) that make sense for learning
from precisely annotated datasets, but less sense for auto-
matically labeled data.
The MOVES Solution. We run Box2Seg on the bounding
box annotations of the VISOR dataset and train using the
same PointRend [26] network and box annotations. The
only annotation change is the segments.
Results. We compare with training with supervised anno-
tations. Without segmentation labels, MOVES recovers half
the performance of painstakingly annotated data on objects,
and most of the performance on hands. Our approach to
identifying segments for hands is not specialized for hands,
but is just the Box2Seg method. If we intersect our Box2Seg
hands with the people masks of [19], we improve AP50 by
10 points to 91.7.

5. Conclusion

Picking up an object provides a powerful signal about
grouping that instantly disambiguates which pixels go
together. This principal has been known since the
Gestaltists [43], but making it work in practice has proved
elusive in computer vision. Past works in the hand-and-
hand-held object space [9, 36, 37] have difficulty segment-
ing objects in the background: when not in use, objects fade
into a monolithic inactive category. Our paper shows that
one can glean supervision from small amounts of informa-
tion in a video, such as flow [40], epipolar geometry [15],
and per-pixel identification of people [19]. By learning
from a large dataset like EPIC-KITCHENS [6, 8], one can
build surprisingly effective features with extremely simple
and direct discriminative training.
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